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Club counts the cost when
weather keeps players away
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club, like all other clubs which provide
lawn bowls facilities for its members, is at the mercy of the
weather situation.
As far as Double Bay is concerned, it is proving costly when the
greens are closed due to inclement weather.
Last Wednesday’s (October 10) Intra Club competition, which
attracts a minimum 120 players, was called off just 90 minutes before
the regular start time due to continuing showers.
It cost the club more than $1200 in players’ green fees as well as the
loss of bar takings and, to a lesser account, poker machine usage.
So far this year Double Bay’s greens have been closed due to rain
on Saturday and Sunday, March 3 and 4, then on Tuesday, June 19
and Thursday, June 21 and more recently on Thursday, October 4,
Saturday and Sunday October 7 and 8.
Heat also is a cause for lawn bowling to be called off. Sydney’s
unusual high winter temperature on Sunday, March 13, compelled
officials to close the Double Bay greens in the midst of the Zone 13
State Senior Singles event.
Last year Double Bay was hit by the
MONDAY PLAY
weather on 14 occasions.
RAINED OUT
Rain was the cause on Monday,
Continuous heavy
showers today, Monday
December 4, and two days later a
(October 15), compelled
thunder storm accompanied by soaking
club officials to again
downpours, resulted in no play after the
close the greens.
tea break on December 6.
Members were notified
This brought to 14 the number of
early morning via the
bowling days in 2017 which had been
club’s website that the
Monday Competition had
lost or curtailed due to inclement
been called off.
weather of either rain or high
temperatures.
All of which cost the club a significant portion of its income.

Pepe Glick’s chance to set new Drawn Pairs mark
PEPE Glick is one win away from becoming the first member to win back-to-back
Drawn Pairs titles since 1997 when it was played as a Handicap Pairs tournament.
Glick, with partner John Rosen, on Saturday won the 2018 Drawn Pairs semi-final by 21-16
over Jack Kampel and John Angeles and now face the opposition of Walter Jacobs and James
Flaxman for the title, which Glick won last year when drawn with Andy Baker.
The name of the event has over the years been listed as Handicap Pairs on the honour
boards and this will continue despite the generic name recently given to it as Drawn Pairs.
Veteran member, Sam Terley who celebrates his 98th birthday next month, has won the
Handicap-cum-Drawn Pairs a record three times and was the first to successfully defend the
title he took out in 1996 with L Kostza when he and Peter Lipman won the
1997 event.
Terley’s third Handicap Pairs title was in 1999 when he was teamed with
Edward Jackson.
Two other current club members have twice collected the
Handicap Pairs trophy. Ken Shapiro was successful in
2006 with Sam Abrahams and in 2015 with Barry Lazarus,
while Harry Black’s wins were in 2004 with Arthur Sharp
and with Ronald Munz in 2013.
Sam Terley
Another successful competitor in the Drawn Pairs event is
Sam Brick, who has featured in three finals, with a win in
2009 when partnered by Michael Libesman and as runner-up in 2006 with
Eric Wainstein and in 2007 with Harry Jacobs.
Sam Brick
Others who have won the event and have also been a one-time runner-up
include Brian Grill, Les Ginzberg, Brandon Conway and Solly Shuster.

RAIN AND SUNSHINE FOR SEMI-FINAL CONTESTS
The 2018 Handicap Pairs semi-finals were played on a surface affected
by a weeklong soaking, when groundsman, Rob Fetherston and staff,
produced a slow and evenly-paced green, but the combatants
had to contend with intermittent showers, only one of which
forced them to shelter in the clubhouse for a short time.
The Glick-Rosen pairing had a
disastrous start giving away six shots on
RESULTS
the first end to Kampel and Angeles, but
DRAWN PAIRS
they clawed their way back to be 8-all on
SEMI-FINALS
the ninth end, then scored a four count to
th
be
ahead
12-8
after
the
10
.
John Rosen
Jack Kampel and
Pepe
Glick 21
From
that
point
they
maintained
the
John Angeles
John Angeles
advantage adding shots on five of the
Jack Kampel 16
following 11 ends to finish with a five shot margin.
James Flaxman
Meanwhile, the Walter Jacobs-James Flaxman pairing were
Walter Jacobs 25
quickly in control against Mark Sack and Alan Sacks in the other
Alan Sacks
Mark Sack 15
semi-final, racing to a 14-4 lead after seven ends.
By the 12th end the Sack-Sacks duo had reduced the deficit to five
FINAL
shots (10-15) and by the 16th they were still off the pace at 14-18.
John Rosen
Pepe Glick
Going into the 20th end Jacobs and Flaxman had a five shot margin
v
when their four count settled the match at 25-15.
James Flaxman
Due to players’ other commitments the date for the Drawn Pairs
Walter Jacobs
Final has yet to be arranged.
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Handicaps prove too tough for top players
THE three-year run of an A-grade player taking out the Handicap Singles title
ended last week when Pepe Glick failed to overcome the much lower-graded
Steve Edelmuth’s 15-shot start in a 2018 quarter-final.

And at the same time, two-time title-holder, Jack Kampel, was
also eliminated by a lesser-ranked opponent.
Glick, playing off a minus three handicap, was six shots behind when
Edelmuth reached the required 25 total after 21 ends.
Edelmuth, due to his duties as the club’s general manager, is
restricted to time on the bowling green and has a plus 12 shot
handicap.
Steve
Glick’s talent and experience had him challenging for the match after
Edelmuth
the 14th end when he had the score at 16-18. It was a one-shot
difference 18-19 going into the 17th end when Glick had wiped off the handicaps to be
even at 19-all. Surprisingly, Edelmuth regained command by scoring six shots on the
following four ends to win by 25-19 and set up a semi-final clash with last year’s
runner-up Andy Baker.
Baker (+5) continued his good form with a narrow, but convincing win over Jack
Kampel (-3) by 25-21 over 26 ends last Tuesday. He held Kampel at bay for the first
seven ends before Kampel, who won the event in 2003 and 2009, had negated his
three-shot handicap.
The 12th and 13th ends were Kampel’s as he scored a total of seven shots, but still
lagged 11-14 on the scoreboard. On the 19th end it was all-square at 18-18, and 19-all
on the 21st .
Then Baker gained a slight advantage at 22-19 only to allow Kampel to again have it
even at 21-21 going into the 26th end, when Baker played his best to grasp the match
with a trio score.
It was a more even contest in the other
RESULTS
quarter-final game when Mark Sack (+3)
HANDICAP SINGLES
defeated Michael Becker (+3) 25-23 over 26
ends.
QUARTER-FINALS
Sack looked good from the start and was a
Brian Rosmarin (+12) 25
handy leader 15-8 (11th end), then maintained
Sam Abrahams (+5) 10
th
th
the pace for 19-13 (16 ) and 23-15 (20 ),
Andy Baker (+5) 25
Mark Sack
Jack Kampel (-3) 21
before Becker came back for a collect of five
shots to reduce the backlog to 20-23.
Steve Edelmuth (+12) 25
th
Pepe Glick (-3) 19
Becker’s three count on the 25 end had the match wide
Mark Sack (+3) 25
open with the score at 23-24, but Sack gained the verdict
Michael Becker (+3) 23
with a single on the following end.
The previous three Handicap events have been taken out by
players on the maximum minus three shot handicap.
Brandon Conway (-3) was last year’s winner over Andy Baker
(+5), 2016 went to Doug King (-3) against Ray Novis (+6) and
in 2015 Gerald Weinberg (-3) accounted for Ronald Munz (+6),
who the previous year, playing with a plus eight handicap,
defeated Weinberg for the title by 25-12.
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Steve Edelmuth (+12)
v
Andy Baker (+5)
Brian Rosmarin (+12)
v
Mark Sack (+3)
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Two teams seek Summer Shield’s top division prize

DOUBLE Bay is fielding two of the four teams competing in Division 1 of the 2018 Zone
13 Summer Shield which starts a six round tournament on Saturday, October 20, at 12
noon.
The club also has two teams in the Division 2 contest, but this is being played in two sections
where an open draw has a Double Bay team in each section.
The Division 3 competition also is in two sections where the draw was allocated
geographically putting Double Bay’s team in Section 1 against local Eastern Suburbs clubs.
The Summer Shield is an eight point match competition contested by sides of Pairs (19 ends),
Triples (25 ends) and Fours (19 ends) all of which are worth two points for a win with the
aggregate shot tally adding two points.
Last year Double Bay had a disappointing Summer Shield result when three of its four teams
finished at the tail of their divisions.
Division 1 teams are Double Bay 1 and Double Bay 2, Eastlakes and Caringbah.
Division 2 Section 1 teams are Double Bay 1, Eastlakes, EBP Sports and Ashfield; Section 2
Double Bay 2, Waverley, Bronte and Tigers Fivedock. The Division 3 (Section 1) has Double
Bay, Coogee, Bondi and Bronte; (Section 2) Gladstone Park, Grandviews, Leichhardt and EBP
Sports.
Club selectors have named the teams for Saturday’s opening matches with the Division 1
team combination as Jack Kampel, Bernard Fridman, Sol Caganoff and Walter Jacobs (fours)
Phillip Joel, Pepe Glick, Harry Black, (triples), Harold Jankelowitz and Les Lilian (pairs).
NOTE: The Division 3 match listed below as being played at Coogee has been transferred to
Double Bay following a request by Coogee that its greens are below standard at this time.
2018 ZONE 13 SUMMER SHIELD DRAW
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Double Bay No. 2 in Top 5 challenge
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club
proved it can match the best of
local and district opposition when
its team was undefeated in the
Mosman Top 5 tournament last
week.
The tournament attracted teams
from North Shore clubs Harbord,
Lindfield, Mosman, Neutral Bay,
Newport, North Epping, St. Ives,
Turramurra and Warringah and three
from the other side of the harbour
from Double Bay, Clovelly and
Belrose.
The format called on each club to
nominate players for one rink of
three bowls pairs and three for a two
bowls triples match, both over 18
ends.
Double Bay selected Iris Kampel
DOUBLE Bay’s Top 5 with their Runners-Up envelopes
and Barbara Shotland to compete in
(back) Barbara Shotland, Jan Frape
(front)
Iris Kampel, Gail Black and Pam Stein.
the pairs, Gail Black, Jan Frape and
Pam Stein as the triple combination.
In the morning pairs session Double Bay defeated North Epping and won the afternoon
game against the home side, Mosman.
The triples outfit also went through undefeated with wins over North Epping and Newport.
The strong Belrose Club was the only other undefeated team from
four games and took first place over Double Bay on a better shot
RESULTS
margin.
MINOR SINGLES

FOURTH TIME LUCKY FOR MINOR SINGLES TITLE?
MARGO Michael is hoping it will be fourth time lucky when she
competes in the 2018 Minor Singles
Championships final tomorrow (Tuesday).
She is a three-time finalist in the event and
hopes she can finish ahead of Jenny Anderson
in this year’s title match, following her narrow
semi-final win over Ros Hart last Thursday.
Anderson booked her place in the final when
she upset Wendy Engelander, who was last
Margo Michael
year’s runner-up, by a 15-shot margin.
Ros Hart
The semi-finals were played on a wellprepared green under a sky having a break from the wet weather.
Michael and Hart were close on the scoreboard throughout, while
Anderson finished well ahead of Englander in their encounter.
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SEMI-FINALS
Jenny Anderson 25
Wendy Engelander 10
Margo Michael 25
Ros Hart 22

Jenny Anderson
Wendy Engelander
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